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Processes shaping forest snow cover evolution often vary at small spatial scales which are not
resolved by most model applications. Representing this variability at larger scales and coarser
model resolutions constitutes a major challenge for model developers. In this study, we use a wellvalidated hyper-resolution forest snow model that explicitly resolves the spatial variability of
canopy-snow interactions at the meter scale to explore adequate representation of forest-snow
processes at coarser resolutions (50m). For this purpose, we assess coarser-resolution runs against
spatially averaged results from corresponding hyper-resolution simulations over a 150 000 m2
model domain. For the coarser-resolution simulations, we tested alternative upscaling strategies.
Our results reveal considerable discrepancies between strategies that utilize generalized canopy
metrics versus strategies that apply a more detailed set of process-specific canopy descriptors.
Particularly, the inclusion of canopy descriptors that represent the various scales and perspectives
relevant to the individual processes leads to accurate simulation of forest snow cover dynamics at
coarse resolutions. Our results further demonstrate that a realistic representation of snow-covered
fraction in snowmelt calculations is important even for relatively small (~50 m) grid cells.
Ultimately, this work provides recommendations for modelling forest-snow processes in largescale applications, which allow coarse-resolution simulations to approximate spatially averaged
results of corresponding hyper-resolution simulations.
1.

Introduction

Accurate modelling of snow accumulation and melt processes under forest canopy is relevant for
a variety of applications across a wide range of spatial scales. At the stand scale, the presence and
duration of snow impacts eco-physiological and biogeochemical processes such as vegetation
growth and microbial decomposition (Sorensen et al., 2016; Wipf & Rixen, 2010). At watershed
scales, seasonal snow and its depletion in spring create distinct runoff patterns (Barnhart et al.,
2016; Viviroli & Weingartner, 2004). In the Northern hemisphere, forest covers 19% of the
seasonally snow-covered land surface (Rutter et al., 2009), making forest snow an important
determinant of wintertime land surface albedo in these environments, with further influences on
global-scale climate feedback mechanisms (Abe et al., 2017; Thackeray et al., 2014). In today’s
changing environment, both snow regimes and vegetation cover are subject to shifts (Derksen &
Brown, 2012; Mote et al., 2018; Pearson et al., 2013): Consistent and dramatic snow cover declines
have been reported, with decreases in June snow cover extents of ~13% per decade in arctic regions
(Mudryk et al., 2017) and consistent reductions in spring snow cover duration of on average five
days per decade in alpine regions (Marty et al., 2017) since the 1960ies. These trends are expected
to continue. Warming temperatures are further intensifying wildfire risk and insect outbreaks,
causing a threat to boreal and mountain forest health (Gauthier et al., 2015). Reliable forest snow
models can help us to better predict the consequences of these environmental changes. This is
paramount in support of ecosystem and water management and further mitigation and adaptation
strategies (Sturm et al., 2017; Viviroli et al., 2011).
Modelling forest snow remains challenging. The forest snow model intercomparison project
SnowMIP2 demonstrated most snow models to perform worse in forests than in open areas (Essery
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et al., 2009; Rutter et al., 2009). Forest snow cover dynamics are shaped by canopy-induced
processes, including snow interception, radiation transfer, and wind attenuation (Moeser et al.,
2015a; Musselman et al., 2012b; Roth & Nolin, 2017; Webster et al., 2016b). All these processes
are strongly controlled by the structure of the forest canopy at small spatial scales and interact in
various non-linear manners, creating a highly heterogeneous snow distribution. The true spatial
variability of forest-snow processes can hence only be explicitly resolved in models operating at
extremely high (‘hyper’) spatial resolutions (<5 m), which is unfeasible in most modelling
applications (Clark et al., 2011). Model applications thus typically use coarser resolutions, where
‘coarse’ implies that grid cells size exceeds the spatial scale at which processes vary and interact.
In case of forest-snow processes, ‘coarse’ can mean resolutions as small as 50 m based on scale
breaks identified in earlier studies (Clark et al., 2011; Trujillo et al., 2009). It is still unclear how
accurately existing parameterizations represent grid cell averaged snow cover dynamics at these
resolutions, given that these were mostly developed and/or tested at the site scale (Gouttevin et al.,
2015; Hedstrom & Pomeroy, 1998; Mahat et al., 2013).
Traditionally, many coarse-resolution models represent canopy structure in terms of
generalized canopy metrics, usually Leaf Area Index (LAI), canopy cover fraction (CC), and mean
canopy height (mCH), even if specific process parametrizations may vary (e.g. Bartlett &
Verseghy, 2015; Best et al., 2011; Förster et al., 2018; Oleson et al., 2013). While individual grid
cells may include multiple tiles characterized by different vegetation types, small-scale forest
structure heterogeneities and their impact on directional processes are unaccounted for. Recent
research suggests that such ‘big-leaf’ approaches fail to capture important effects of common
forest-structural heterogeneities such as gaps, potentially leading to biased simulations of snow
dynamics at coarse grid scales (Broxton et al., 2015; Essery et al., 2009; Moeser et al., 2016). In
particular, this hypothesis is supported by experimental studies that demonstrated the control of
local canopy structure characteristics on the small-scale variability of processes such as
interception and short- and longwave irradiance, especially across canopy discontinuities (Lawler
& Link, 2011; Moeser et al., 2015a; Webster et al., 2016a). Consequently, some developers of
hydrological models have started to subdivide model units to separately represent strata such as
forest and forest gaps (Ellis et al., 2013; Sun et al., 2018). In land surface models, recent
advancements in radiative transfer schemes now allow discriminating shaded and sunlit canopy
elements and accounting for canopy clumping and gap probabilities (Dai et al., 2004; Ni-Meister
et al., 2010; Widlowski et al., 2015). However, it remains to be tested whether these approaches
considerably improve simulations of snow water equivalent (SWE) over coarse grid scales in realworld applications with heterogenous forest cover.
In general, improvement of forest-snow process models suitable for coarse-scale applications
is limited by the lack of appropriate experimental data. While extensive spatially-distributed snow
depth datasets are becoming increasingly available from airborne lidar (Currier et al., 2019;
Harpold et al., 2014; Mazzotti et al., 2019a; Painter et al., 2016), they do not resolve individual
forest-snow processes and often lack temporal resolution to reflect single accumulation and/or
ablation events. In contrast, experimental data intended to study individual forest-snow processes
typically lack spatial resolution and coverage to be conclusive for model testing beyond the site
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scale (Lundquist et al., 2013; Moeser et al. 2015a; Musselman et al., 2012a). For coarse-scale
applications, the spatial mismatch between the extent of available measurements and the resolution
at which processes need to be represented hampers effective model validation (Bloeschl, 1999;
Essery et al., 2009). Yet, process-specific data would be essential to specifically assess the
suitability of a canopy representation and its impact on individual processes, rather than to evaluate
the combined effect of canopy and snowpack schemes (Mazzotti et al., 2020a).
With increased availability of high-quality canopy structure information from remotelysensed datasets and improved processing algorithms, accounting for more detailed and realistic
canopy structural features in large scale models has become a realistic option (Essery et al., 2008;
Webster et al., 2020; Yuan et al., 2014). This opportunity has motivated efforts to develop hyperresolution models that explicitly resolve forest-snow process variability. Broxton et al. (2015)
introduced the forest snow model Snow Physics and Lidar Mapping (SnowPALM), which operates
at 1 m resolution and has since been used to explore the effect of forest disturbances on snow water
resources (Harpold et al., 2020; Krogh et al., 2020). The Factorial Snow Model (FSM; Essery,
2015), a medium-complexity snowpack energy balance model with a one-layer canopy, was also
recently adapted for hyper-resolution forest snow simulations (now ‘Flexible’ Snow Model, FSM2;
Mazzotti et al., 2020a,b). By diversifying the canopy structure metrics used in the individual
process parametrizations, FSM2 accounts for the different canopy scales and perspectives relevant
to the different processes (e.g. vertical vs. hemispherical), while maintaining compatibility with
typical land surface model structures. Beyond reproducing observed snow depth patterns, the
authors could demonstrate FSM2’s ability to replicate small-scale spatial variations in energy
fluxes to the forest snowpack using novel distributed multi-sensor datasets (Mazzotti et al., 2020b).
Their study constituted a first extensive and spatially explicit process-level evaluation of a hyperresolution forest snow model.
A major motivation for these efforts has been that well-validated hyper-resolution models
can potentially help bridge the gap between the limited spatial coverage of process-level
observations and the spatial extent of typical model grid cells (Mazzotti et al., 2020b). Hyperresolution simulations provide fully-resolved, consistent estimates of the spatial variability of all
involved processes in replacement of equivalent experimental data. They can thus be used to
explore how small-scale forest-snow processes scale to coarser model resolutions at which their
variability must be treated implicitly. To our knowledge, such an application has not been exploited
to date: only Broxton et al. (2015) presented a brief analysis of the impact of model resolution on
simulated snow water resources. They found degraded performance of SnowPALM at 100 m
resolution relative to 1 m resolution, yet this result constituted only a minor part of their analysis.
This study leverages hyper-resolution simulations to advance the physical representation of
forest-snow processes in coarser-resolution models. To this end, we perform model upscaling
experiments with FSM2, building on the work presented by Mazzotti et al., (2020a,b). Our coarseresolution simulations represent 50 m grid cells with one model run each. We assess different
upscaling strategies by testing how such coarse-resolution simulations are affected by (1) implicit
representation of canopy structure heterogeneity (2) implicit representation of snowpack
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heterogeneity, and (3) consideration of spatial dependencies between the two. These simulations
are evaluated against corresponding hyper-resolution simulations, the results of which are used in
replacement of meter-scale observational datasets. Under this premise, hyper-resolution
simulations will provide the “true” spatial mean of any model variable when aggregated over the
same grid cells. While our controlled upscaling experiments do not yield a user-ready modelling
framework, they allow us to derive recommendations for optimally representing forest-snow
processes in coarser-resolution model applications.
2.

Methods

This study builds on datasets and methods presented in earlier work by Mazzotti et al. (2020a,b)
and Webster et al. (2020). Relevant data and modelling approaches are briefly summarized in the
following, further technical details are available in the Appendix.
2.1 Study areas and data
Data were collected at two sites with variable forest structure (Figure 1): The first, located in the
vicinity of Davos Laret in the Eastern Swiss Alps, features predominantly Norway spruce (picea
abies). The second, situated south of Sodankylä in Northern Finland, mainly consists of Scots pine
(pinus sylvestris). Both sites have hosted numerous experimental studies on forest-snow processes
before (e.g. Malle et al., 2019; Moeser et al., 2015b; Reid et al., 2013; Webster et al., 2016a). In
particular, Mazzotti et al. (2020b) presented spatially distributed measurements of short- and
longwave radiation, air and snow surface temperatures, co-registered to canopy structure and snow
distribution information acquired at both these locations during the 2019 snow season. For their
study, they established 13 experimental plots (Figure 1) each consisting of a grid formed by eight
interlaced 40 m transects. Along these transects, micrometeorological data and up-looking
hemispherical photographs were collected at approx. 1.5 m spacing using a handheld sensor
assembly presented by Mazzotti et al. (2019b), yielding 240 surveyed points per plot. Position and
orientation of the experimental plots were chosen to cover typical stand features such as gaps, dense
canopy and forest edges. Corresponding datasets thus enabled a thorough assessment of hyperresolution simulations of the seasonal snowpack with FSM2 across a variety of canopy structures
and climatic conditions. In particular, the model runs could be validated at the level of individual
energy balance components, demonstrating the excellent performance of FSM2 in capturing the
spatiotemporal variability of individual processes and in replicating the resulting snow distributions
at both study sites (see Mazzotti et al. (2020b) for further details).
In this study, we use canopy structure data acquired at these experimental plots as basis for
our model upscaling experiments. Meteorological input datasets required to drive FSM2 were
assembled based on data from automatic weather stations located in forest clearings at both Laret
and Sodankylä (Figure 1) as described in Mazzotti et al. (2020a,b). Upscaling experiments at these
plots are complemented with simulations over a much larger 250 m x 600 m domain in Laret (in
the following referred to as ‘lidar domain’, Figure 1), which coincides with the model domain from
Webster et al. (2020). In their study, they used airborne lidar data available for the area (first
presented by Moeser et al., 2014) to create synthetic hemispherical images at 1-m spacing. PointThis article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved.
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cloud enhancing techniques developed by the authors allowed for a realistic representation of
canopy elements such as trunks and branches in these images, making them suitable to obtain
sufficiently accurate estimates of the canopy properties needed to run FSM2 (see Section 2.2).
Additional canopy structure input to FSM2 was derived from a canopy height model generated
from the same lidar data (Mazzotti et al., 2020a).

Figure 1: Overview of study sites: aerial images of the forest sites at Sodankylä (Finland) and
Laret (Switzerland), including locations of the experimental plots, the lidar model domain and
automatic weather stations (AWS), and canopy height model of the lidar domain partitioned into
50 x 50 m grid cells.
2.2 Concept of the modelling experiments

At the core of this study are upscaling experiments performed with the forest snow model FSM2,
namely with the version specifically enhanced for hyper-resolution simulations (Mazzotti et al.,
2020b). To date, this version of FSM2 is the only model capable of accurate hyper-resolution
simulations that has been validated at the level of individual processes. Particularly, the model was
shown to not only replicate detailed snow depth patterns, but also the complex spatiotemporal
dynamics of internal fluxes (such as sub-canopy incoming short- and longwave radiation), as well
as prognostic states (such as snow surface temperatures). Note that Mazzotti et al. (2020b) tested
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their version of FSM2 at a variety of study sites including those considered here, so that the
demonstrated model capabilities should apply to the simulations in this study.
The goal of our model experiments was to test the implicit representation of unresolved
process variability in coarse-resolution simulations within an idealized framework. As the target
for these experiments, we aggregated the results of hyper-resolution (2 m) simulations (described
in Section 2.3) to yield their spatial means within 50 m resolution grid cells. Ideally, the coarseresolution simulations would perfectly replicate the spatially averaged results of the corresponding
hyper-resolution simulations.
The use of a hyper-resolution model framework enables thorough testing of various strategies
to yield accurate coarse-resolution simulations (hereafter referred to as ‘upscaling strategies’).
Below-canopy shortwave radiation may provide an illustrative example: In principle, a radiation
transfer scheme that can approximate the aggregated sub-canopy radiation output of hyperresolution simulations should provide the best grid-cell scale estimate. Yet, in case of partial snow
cover, the area in the grid cell with remaining snow may, in fact, receive less radiation than the
grid cell average. This consideration suggests two alternative upscaling strategies: using a radiation
transfer scheme that is trained to either replicate below-canopy incoming shortwave radiation
averaged over the entire grid cell, or averaged only over the part of a grid cell that is still snowcovered. While we acknowledge that the latter strategy may be difficult to achieve, our upscaling
experiments reveal whether the effort is necessary, or whether such non-linear interactions between
model components can be neglected.
Another important aspect of using hyper resolution model simulations for upscaling
experiments is that we can prescribe ‘observed’ states to avoid results being confounded by biased
parameterizations. Reusing the above example, we could test upscaling strategies that include
fractional snow cover, without being affected by uncertainties that existing parameterizations of
snow-covered fraction may suffer from.
Figure 2 gives a conceptual overview of our model upscaling experiments. We analyzed four
alternative upscaling strategies (detailed in Section 2.4) involving model features of increasing
complexity. We assessed each strategy based on simple snow season descriptors that could be
computed consistently for all grid cells and WYs, characterizing both accumulation and ablation
processes (e.g. peak SWE and snowmelt during ablation period). Note that our upscaling
experiments were not aimed at providing a user-ready coarse-resolution forest snow modelling
framework. Rather they served to identify which coarse-resolution model strategy offers an optimal
tradeoff between model requirements and model performance. The analysis will allow us to derive
recommendations for future model development and application.
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Figure 2: Conceptual overview of the modelling experiments and analysis workflow, illustrated on
an example grid cell from the lidar domain. Canopy properties used as input to the hyperresolution simulations (Section 2.3) are computed from a canopy height model and synthetic
hemispherical images. Snow water equivalent (SWE) output from the hyper-resolution model runs
is averaged for comparison with results of the coarse-resolution simulations obtained with
different strategies (Section 2.4). Aggregated canopy and snow properties input for the coarseresolution runs are obtained from the hyper-resolution modelling framework.
2.3 Hyper-resolution simulations

Our hyper-resolution simulations are essentially point simulations at 2-m spacing, for which FSM2
requires point-based canopy structure metrics. Mazzotti et al. (2020a,b) showed that integration of
canopy structure metrics tailored to each individual process was key to obtaining an accurate
representation of the forest snowpack at this resolution. Canopy structure parameters, their data
sources, and their uses within FSM2 are summarized in Table 1. For further details on the physics
of the snow and canopy modules of FSM2, we refer the reader to Essery (2015) and Mazzotti et al.
(2020a,b).
Table 1: Point-specific canopy structure input required for hyper-resolution FSM2 simulations.
Subscript numbers denote the radius around a point [m] over which the metric is evaluated. See
appendix for additional details.
Canopy
metric

Description, canopy scale /
perspective

Data source

Calculation
method
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Process / usage

Local canopy cover fraction,
vertically projected

Canopy height model

Mazzotti et al.
2020a

Interception; Partitioning of
near and distant canopy

CC50

Stand-scale canopy cover
fraction, vertically projected

Canopy height model

Mazzotti et al.
2020a

Wind attenuation / turbulent
exchange

mCH50

Stand-scale canopy height

Canopy height model

Mazzotti et al.
2020a

Wind attenuation / turbulent
exchange

LAI

Local Leaf Area Index

Parametrized from
CC5 and mCH5

Mazzotti et al.
2020a

Interception and heat
capacities of the canopy

VF

Hemispherical sky-view
fraction

Real / synthetic
hemispherical image

Jonas et al. (2020) ;
Webster et al. (2020)

Longwave and diffuse
shortwave radiation transfer

τb(t)

Time-varying transmissivity
for direct solar radiation

Real / synthetic
hemispherical image

Jonas et al. (2020) ;
Webster et al. (2020)

Direct shortwave radiation
transfer
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CC5

Hyper-resolution simulations were performed for the experimental plots in Finland and
Switzerland (Figure 1) for water year (WY) 2019. Further simulations were performed over the
150 000 m2 lidar domain. These simulations included additional 37 500 model points and covered
six WYs (2013 to 2015 and 2017 to 2019). The contiguous area was subdivided into sixty 50m grid
cells yielding aggregation units for the upscaling experiments.
2.4 Model upscaling to coarser resolution

The four alternative model upscaling strategies considered here built upon each other and differed
in how they account for unresolved heterogeneity of canopy and snowpack properties within a
coarse-resolution grid cell (Figure 2). The specific model features and input requirements of each
strategy are summarized in Table 2.
Table 2: Upscaling strategies, features and required input. Canopy input was aggregated by
arithmetic averaging of the corresponding hyper-resolution input. Snowpack input comprised grid
cell properties derived from the hyper-resolution simulation.
Upscaling
strategy

Underlying assumptions on Required input on Required input on
grid cell properties
canopy properties
snowpack properties

A

Homogeneous canopy,
homogeneous snowpack

LAI, mCH50

-

B

Heterogeneous canopy,
homogeneous snowpack

LAI, CC5, CC50,
mCH50, VF, τb(t)

-

C

Heterogeneous canopy,
heterogeneous snowpack,
interactions ignored

LAI, CC5, CC50,
mCH50, VF, τb(t)

fsnow(t)

D

Heterogeneous canopy,
heterogeneous snowpack,
interactions accounted for

LAI, CC5, CC50,
mCH50, VF, τb(t,fsnow)

fsnow(t), αs(t,fsnow)
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Strategy A was intended to serve as a reference. Consequently, we reverted to a basic version
of FSM2, which closely resembles standard canopy structure representations used in common
coarse-resolution forest snow models such as CLM, CLASS and SUMMA. In this version, canopy
processes are described in terms of LAI and canopy height, which corresponds to treating the
canopy as a homogeneous layer. Model details can be found in Mazzotti et al. (2020a), who used
the same version for baseline simulations (c.f. their scenario FSM2_A). In strategy A, the upscaling
only consisted of aggregating local estimates for LAI to yield grid cell averaged values.
In strategy B, we used the full capabilities of FSM2 adapted for hyper-resolution simulations
as presented in Mazzotti et al. (2020b). Similar to strategy A, upscaling only consisted of
aggregating the canopy descriptors, but this time applied to all six canopy metrics required for the
version of FSM2 used in this study (Table 2). By including time-varying transmissivity for direct
beam shortwave radiation, strategy B implicitly acknowledged a heterogeneous canopy structure
within each grid cell. However, since the version of FSM2 used here corresponds to a point model,
this strategy still assumed the snow cover to be uniform over the entire grid cell.
Strategy C introduced a fractional snow cover, thereby modifying the structure of FSM2
from that of a point model to that of an actual grid cell model. Grid cell-scale snow-covered fraction
(fsnow) determined from the hyper-resolution run was provided to FSM2 The area in the grid cell with
remaining snow may at each time step. Melt energy was weighted by fsnow, similar to the model
implementation in Luce et al. (1999). Note, that fsnow was only used to scale melt energy, without
forcing the melt out date of the coarse resolution run to equal that of the hyper resolution
simulations. Canopy metrics remained aggregated over the entire grid cell even in periods of
fractional snow cover. Therefore, while this strategy accounted for the heterogeneity of both the
canopy and the snowpack, spatial dependencies between the two were neglected.
Strategy D additionally incorporated the spatial dependencies between canopy and
snowpack heterogeneities within each grid cell. As fractional snow cover evolves, the canopy
structure controlling forest-snow processes above the remaining snow-covered area may no longer
be accurately represented by grid cell averaged metrics. To account for such interactions,
transmissivities for shortwave radiation (τb) and sub-canopy snow albedo (αs) were adjusted to the
snow-covered area, and only evaluated where and when the hyper-resolution model still contained
snow (c.f. Table 2). As in strategy C, corresponding αs values were based on results from the hyperresolution run. This adjustment achieved a more accurate representation of shortwave radiation
flux to the snow-covered fraction of a grid cell. Non-linearities in other interactions between forestsnow processes were not considered. But since shortwave radiation is a principal driver of the
spatial variability of the subcanopy energy budget (Malle et al., 2019; Musselman et al., 2012b;
Sicart et al., 2004), non-linearities related to this process were expected to have the highest impact
on coarse-resolution simulations.
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In the following sections, we compare and assess the individual model upscaling strategies
introduced above (Section 2.4). After a qualitative overview of the results for the experimental
plots (Section 3.1), a more systematic assessment of the upscaling strategies was performed with
the results for the lidar domain (Sections 3.2-3.4). These latter simulations included a larger number
of grid cells and multiple winters with varying snow conditions. By contrasting two upscaling
strategies at a time, we were able to analyze the impact of specific coarse-resolution model features
individually.
3.1 Overall qualitative assessment of model upscaling strategies
Figure 3 compares results from all upscaling strategies to the hyper-resolution runs at the
experimental plots, where, as a first overview, SWE at peak of winter (SWEmax) and snow
disappearance date (SDD) are considered as descriptors of the SWE evolution. Differences to peak
SWE from the aggregated hyper-resolution run were consistently largest for strategy A, but smaller
(and similar) for all other upscaling strategies. The comparison of snow disappearance date
revealed that models that do not account for snowpack heterogeneity (strategies A and B) melted
too early at all sites, while snow disappearance date of both models that did (strategies C and D)
were similar and matched the snow disappearance date of the hyper-resolution runs more closely.
Between-site differences were large, however, and not all plots conformed to these
generalized observations. At plot L1 in Laret, for instance, strategy C melted much earlier than
strategies A and D. This plot was located at a south-exposed forest edge (see Figure 1 for location).
Consequently, direct insolation was a main driver of melt energy, which was underestimated by
strategy A that was not set up to account for the directionality of direct shortwave radiation.
However, the areas receiving most direct insolation also melted out first. As a result, computing
melt energy based on plot-averaged canopy properties (strategy C) obviously led to overestimations
of melt rates in the later stages of snowmelt. Only strategy D yielded accurate melt rates, by
incorporating spatial dependencies between canopy and snow cover heterogeneities. For all other
plots, however, strategies C and D produced basically identical results, indicating minor
importance of non-linear effects at locations that are not particularly sun exposed. This even
applied to a small forest gap (plot S1 in Sodankylä, Figure 1), where the effect of direct insolation
in the northern part of the gap is counteracted by shading from the trees at the southern end of the
gap. Finally, plot S2 was handled well by all four strategies, and results were close to the aggregated
output of the hyper resolution run. These simulations were characterized by (1) cold winter and
hence only negligible melt before peak SWE, and (2) steep melt rates and hence non-linear effects
becoming effective only towards the very end of the season.
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Figure 3: Summary of results at the experimental plots: Difference in peak SWE (a) and snow
disappearance date (b) between coarse- and hyper-resolution simulations as a function of plotaveraged canopy cover fraction (CC). Difference in peak SWE is expressed as percentage of the
value predicted by the hyper-resolution runs, with positive/negative values denoting an
overestimation/underestimation of peak SWE by the coarse-resolution runs. Accordingly, positive
differences in SDD correspond to a later melt-out of the coarse-scale models. The SWE evolution
This article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved.
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plots (c to f, see Figure 1 for position) show individual points in hyper-resolution runs (grey lines)
and their average (black lines) as well as coarse-resolution simulations with all strategies.
3.2 Impact of accounting for canopy structure heterogeneity (strategy A vs. B)
Strategies A and B differ in how canopy structure heterogeneity is accounted for, with impact on
both accumulations and ablation processes. In comparison to the hyper-resolution simulations,
strategy A mostly overestimated peak SWE (Figure 4a and b), the bias amounting to 5.6% on
average with considerable differences between grid cells (Mean Absolute Error (MAE): 20.6 mm
or 9.1%; Pearson’s correlation coefficient (R): 0.96; both averaged over all WYs). Peak SWE
obtained with strategy B, on the other hand, matched the hyper-resolution runs consistently well
(Figure 4a and c), the average bias being -0.9% (MAE: 2.8 mm or 1.5%; R: 1.00). This substantial
discrepancy between the two strategies arose because strategy A underestimated the range of peak
SWE values across the lidar domain (Figure 4b, flatter slope than the 1:1 line for individual WYs).

Figure 4: Comparison of peak SWE simulated by upscaling strategies A and B across the lidar
domain for all water years (WY): Differences in peak SWE between the averaged results of the
hyper-resolution runs and of the two upscaling strategies (a) and peak SWE predicted by the hypervs. the coarse-resolution models for strategy A (b) vs. B (c).
Both coarse-resolution model strategies consistently melted snow too early, on average by
11.4 and 10.9 days for A and B, respectively (Figure 5a). While snow disappearance date is the
result of both accumulation and ablation dynamics, it is apparent that both strategies considerably
overestimated melt rates, with a MAE of 48.6 mm (30%) for strategy A (Figure 5b), and a MAE
of 30.7 mm (19%) for strategy B (Figure 5c). In case of strategy A, this bias was partly compensated
by too high peak SWE values except in 2019 (c.f. Figures 4a and 5b). In comparison, melt rates
from strategy B showed a much better correlation with respective results from the hyper-resolution
simulations, but also with a systematic bias.
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Figure 5: Comparison of snow ablation simulated by strategies A and B, including the difference
in snow disappearance date (SDD) between hyper- and coarse-resolution models (a) and
corresponding difference in SWE melt for strategy A (b) and B (c). Melt was computed over the
period between peak SWE and the earliest snow disappearance date of any of these three model
versions.
3.3 Impact of accounting for snowpack heterogeneity (strategy B vs. C)
Upscaling strategies B and C can only diverge in case of partial snow cover. While the snowpack
in strategy B is treated as homogeneous across the grid cell, strategy C incorporates a snow-covered
fraction which is used to scale the melt energy calculations. Differences to peak SWE predicted by
the hyper-resolution runs were slightly larger in strategy C than in strategy B (bias of -0.9% vs
1.3%, MAE of 1.5% vs. 1.6%; Figure 6a). Note, that partial snow cover can already occur during
the accumulation period. Figure 6b displays relative differences in peak SWE between strategies
B and C as a function of partial snow cover occurrence before the date of peak SWE. Discrepancies
between the hyper-resolution and the coarse-resolution simulations were indeed larger if partial
snow cover occurred during a longer portion of the accumulation period (Figure 6b).
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Figure 6: Difference between peak SWE predicted by the averaged hyper-resolution runs and by
upscaling strategies B and C (a) and Δ peak SWE plotted for individual grid cells as a function of
partial snow cover duration during accumulation (b), both in relative terms. The snow cover
duration is derived from the hyper resolution runs and ranked for better readability. The dashed
line separates ranks corresponding to fractional snow during less and more than 50% of the
accumulation period.
The above deficiencies of strategy C in replicating peak SWE were minor compared to its
higher accuracy in capturing ablation rates, which shows when contrasting discrepancies in peak
SWE to biases in snowmelt in absolute terms (Figure 7). Across the lidar domain and over all
modelled WYs, the average biases between peak SWE values predicted by the hyper-resolution
runs and the coarse-resolution models amounted to -1.2 mm and 2.3 mm for strategies B and C,
respectively (Figure 7a and d). The corresponding MAEs were 2.8 mm and 3.1 mm. As expected,
ablation rates predicted by both upscaling strategies largely coincided while full snow cover was
present (Figure 7b and e), and closely matched the hyper-resolution runs (bias: < 1 mm and MAE:
1.8 mm for both models). However, the two coarse-resolution models strongly diverged during
partial snow cover: while strategy C and the hyper-resolution run still agreed well (bias: 1.9 mm;
MAE: 3.6 mm), strategy B largely overestimated melt rate, with an average bias of -40.2 mm and
40.2 mm MAE (Figure 7c and f). These values clearly outweighed the small discrepancies in peak
SWE estimates, and improved representation of snowmelt by strategy C was decisive to prevent
the accelerated melt-out observed in strategy B (see Section 3.2).
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Figure 7: Comparison of peak SWE (a, d) and melt during full (b, e) and partial (c, d) snow cover
predicted by the hyper-resolution runs and strategies B (a-c) vs. C (d-f) across the entire lidar
domain and for all simulated WY. As in Figure 5, melt was computed between peak SWE and the
earliest snow disappearance date of any of these three model versions.
3.4 Impact of accounting for non-linear interactions between canopy and snow
heterogeneities (strategy C vs. D)
As a final comparison, Figure 8 contrasts strategies C and D. Both strategies implicitly represent
canopy and snowpack heterogeneity, but only strategy D acknowledges spatial dependencies
between the two heterogeneities by constraining shortwave radiation fluxes according to the
remaining snow-covered area. Like in the previous comparison, strategies C and D can only diverge
in situations with partial snow cover. Differences to the hyper-resolution run during both
accumulation and ablation were only slightly reduced by accounting for non-linear effects, as the
two strategies exhibited minor differences. As expected, the bias and MAE of peak SWE were
almost identical (results not shown). Refining shortwave radiation fluxes in strategy D reduced the
bias of snowmelt during partial snow cover conditions from 2.5 mm to 0.6 mm and the MAE from
5.3 to 3.3 mm, which in practical terms are negligible errors (Figure 8).
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Figure 8: Difference in SWE ablation during partial snow cover between the hyper-resolution runs
and the upscaling strategies C and D (a), with positive differences denoting slower snow cover
depletion in the coarse-resolution models. Comparison of melt during partial snow cover
conditions predicted by the hyper- and coarse-resolution models, i.e. strategy C (b) and D (c). Melt
was computed over the period between the onset of partial snow cover and the earliest snow
disappearance date of any of these three model versions.
Figure 8a further reveals that upscaling strategies C and D may both accelerate and delay
melt-out depending on the year. We note that biases in ablation rate differ between winters, where
coarse-resolution models tended to delay melt in WYs with shallow snowpacks (2014 and 2015).
Ultimately, this indicates that the performance of each specific model upscaling strategy does not
only depend on the site characteristics, but also on meteorological conditions, as the relative
importance of processes governing snow cover evolution may vary between winters.
4.

Discussion

Approaches to represent forest-snow processes in coarse-resolution models are difficult to verify
against experimental data due to the spatial mismatch between observations, the scale of process
variability, and typical model grid cell sizes. Consequently, insights from process-level
experimental data are more easily implemented into point-scale models, which includes hyperresolution models. Recent efforts in developing hyper-resolution models yielded the latest version
of FSM2, which has been shown to capture realistic spatial variability of individual forest-snow
processes (Mazzotti et al., 2020b). Simulations with FSM2 constituted a useful framework for
testing coarse-resolution modelling approaches, providing reliable and consistent information on
process variability typically unresolved in coarse-resolution simulation. Using hyper-resolution
simulations as intermediary between real-world data and larger-scale models, the modelling
experiments presented here allowed for a novel and systematic assessment of various model
upscaling strategies, yielding insights that will benefit future large-scale forest snow modelling
applications. As canopy structure controls on forest snow dynamics vary with climatic conditions
(Currier & Lundquist, 2018; Lundquist et al., 2013; Varhola et al., 2010), our results should
encourage the continued application of hyper-resolution models to investigate model upscaling
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issues across a wider range of forest types and snow climates, and for even coarser model
resolutions.
4.1 Relevance and implications of canopy structure heterogeneity
The comparison of strategies A and B demonstrated the benefit of accounting for canopy
heterogeneity within coarse-resolution model grid cells by incorporating diversified rather than
generalized canopy structure descriptors, as well as detailed shortwave radiation dynamics. The
canopy representation applied in strategy A was used as a reference in this study, being equivalent
to those used in many traditional models. It must, however, be pointed out that LAI values used
here were derived based on values from the hyper-resolution runs to enable a consistent upscaling
experiment. As these point-based LAI values scale with local canopy cover fraction (Mazzotti et
al., 2020a), their aggregation over coarse-resolution grid cells yield LAI values that integrate a
much higher level of detail than commonly applied LAI estimates. Coarse-resolution simulations
based on available, less detailed LAI datasets (Faroux et al., 2013; Gichamo & Tarboton, 2020;
Magnusson et al., 2019; Todt et al., 2019) were beyond the scope of this study but would likely
diverge from simulations that use an enhanced canopy structure representation (strategy B) even
more.
Nevertheless, when all process parametrizations rely on one or two generalized canopy
density metrics (e.g. LAI in strategy A), the canopy scales and perspectives relevant to different
processes cannot be sufficiently diversified, and directionality cannot be accounted for.
Consequently, errors arise especially at locations where different process-specific metrics are
uncorrelated (e.g. in canopy gaps, which can have CC5 = 0 but VF < 1). Mazzotti et al. (2020a,b)
showed that a set of canopy metrics integrating diverse canopy scales and perspectives is needed
to arrive at realistic hyper-resolution simulations. Yet, whether corresponding effects average out
at coarser resolutions had not previously been investigated. Our results revealed that upscaled
simulations indeed capture grid-cell averaged snow cover dynamics well, but only when fed with
the same process-specific canopy structure metrics and time-varying direct beam transmissivities
calculated at hyper-resolution and subsequently averaged across the grid cell. These findings
highlight the importance of canopy structure heterogeneity for coarse-resolution modelling
applications. They are in line with airborne lidar-based observations presented by Mazzotti et al.
(2019a), who linked snow cover variability at aggregated spatial scales to the horizontal
arrangement of canopy elements within grid cells.
Using spatially averaged time-varying transmissivities for direct shortwave radiation in
coarse-resolution FSM2 simulations allows highly complex radiative transfer dynamics to be
accounted for while maintaining a simple structure of the radiative transfer scheme in FSM2.
Instead, an external radiative transfer model operating at much higher spatial and temporal
resolution is tasked to provide this grid cell scale transmissivity input, which is essentially
decoupling a remote sensing problem from the actual snow modelling. Outsourcing radiation
modelling entails crucial benefits for operational applications: Computationally expensive
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radiative transfer calculations can be conducted offline and one single time for use over multiple
years of snowpack simulations without affecting real-time snow model applications. This
procedure is possible as transmissivities for downwelling shortwave radiation are independent of
the snow cover evolution, provided we ignore (1) the influence of canopy snow, and (2) interactions
affecting the spatial aggregation of transmissivities addressed in strategy D. Both omissions have
supposedly (1) or demonstrably (2) only a minor impact on the accuracy of the snow simulations,
which clearly does not outweigh the benefits of this separation. Calculating detailed
transmissivities, however, requires high-quality canopy datasets. Methods to extract such
information from different datasets and for different forest types should be a priority of upcoming
forest snow research.
4.2 Relevance and implications of snowpack heterogeneity
Neglecting unresolved snowpack variability in strategy B consistently overpredicted melt-out
relative to the hyper-resolution run. This is a direct consequence of ignoring fractional snow cover
in snowmelt calculations (Liston, 2004; Luce et al., 1999) and could be mitigated with strategy C.
Notwithstanding, some studies have applied point models even for distributed simulations at
coarser scales without consideration of sub-grid variability in forests (Cristea et al., 2014; Garen &
Marks, 2005), while other models (including FSM in its original version, c.f. Essery, 2015)
incorporate a parametrization of fractional snow cover but use it only to scale ground surface
properties (Essery et al., 2013; Liston, 2004). These approaches are only adequate where snow
distribution can be assumed to be approximately homogeneous over a grid cell, leading to a short
duration of fractional snow cover throughout the snow season (e.g. as was the case for the
Sodankylä plots). However, the strong variability of forest-snow processes can create substantial
heterogeneities even within small grid cells, which implies that point-scale models have limited
applicability in these environments.
To avoid accelerated melt-out and related errors in estimating e.g. streamflow magnitude and
timing, forest snow models should therefore account for fractional snow cover even when operating
with relatively small model grid cells. This enables scaling the melt rate with snow-covered
fraction, which is only a first-order solution. A more rigorous approach should include separate
energy balance calculations for snow-covered and snow-free fractions of the grid cells (Liston,
2004). Although some land surface models offer this capability (Boone et al., 2017; Swenson &
Lawrence, 2012), only less than half of the models participating in SnowMIP2 actually did. Note,
however, that implementing coupled energy balance equations over separate snow-covered and
snow-free surfaces entails a substantial increase in model complexity.
In this study we were able to work with synthetic fractional snow cover data inherited from
the hyper resolution simulations, thus representing the “correct” values. In real-world coarseresolution applications, however, a snow-covered fraction parametrization is needed. But there is,
to the best of our knowledge, a lack of dedicated approaches that describe snow cover fraction as
a function of canopy structure metrics, which is surprising given how important this aspect is
(Figure 7c vs 7f). Recently, fractional snow cover in forests has received some attention thanks to
increased availability of extensive snow distribution data from airborne lidar: Kostadinov et al.
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(2019) developed an approach to infer sub-canopy fractional snow cover from snow-covered area
at open sites. However, as their study was motivated by the need to enhance other remotely sensed
datasets over forested area, it did not address parametrizations that could be implemented into
forest snow models. Snow cover depletion curves specific to forest tiles and grid cells have been
used by DeBeer and Pomeroy (2017) based on coefficients of variation suggested by Liston (2004),
but could not be verified against experimental data. In accordance with Dickerson-Lange et al.
(2015) and Mazzotti et al. (2019a), our simulations suggest snow cover depletion curves that
account for canopy structure to be a promising way forward because the distribution of peak SWE
across the lidar domain was very consistent between years (mean correlation coefficient R = 0.98;
results not shown). However, diverging results at the experimental plots in Laret and Sodanklyä
imply that such parametrizations would need to account for climatic conditions as well. Future
studies could combine spatially distributed forest snow datasets from repeated lidar flights
(Broxton & van Leeuwen, 2020; Painter et al., 2016; Pflug & Lundquist, 2020) and hyperresolution models to develop dedicated snow-covered fraction parametrizations for forested areas.
4.3 Synthesis and remaining challenges
With both canopy structure and snowpack heterogeneity implicitly accounted for, the snowpack
evolution simulated by the hyper-resolution model could be well matched with coarse-resolution
simulations. Further accounting for non-linear effects by constraining shortwave radiation fluxes
(strategy D) added little benefit, with considerable impacts only in very specific canopy settings
(e.g. Figure 3, example L1). But when evaluating simulations over six WY from a set of grid cells
with a large range of canopy structure configurations, the spatial dependencies between canopy
and snowpack heterogeneities were negligible (Figure 8). Strategy C thus represents a suitable
tradeoff between model complexity and model performance. Figure 9 provides a visual evidence
of this tradeoff, using data from WY 2019 as an example. The transition from basic to enhanced
canopy representation (strategy A to B) mainly entails an improved representation of SWE
variability at peak of winter, while the transition from an enhanced point to an enhanced grid cell
model (strategy B to C) allowed for a more accurate prediction of melt-out timing. Insights from
our model upscaling experiments are independent of the particular snow modelling framework
used here and should hence apply to forest snow models other than FSM2 as well.
The largest discrepancies between hyper-resolution runs and upscaling strategies that
implicitly represented both canopy and snowpack heterogeneities occurred when partial snow
cover persisted throughout extended periods of the snow season. Patchy snowpacks are particularly
challenging for coarse-scale models. These situations may require more complex approaches, such
as tiling, to accurately represent snowpack dynamics in these situations. Further research is
necessary to explore model upscaling strategies in forests that experience frequent mid-winter meltout events or ephemeral snow, conditions which are expected to become more common in a
warming climate (Contosta et al., 2019; Dickerson-Lange et al., 2017).
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Figure 9: Distribution of peak SWE (left) and snow disappearance day (right) in WY 2019 across
the lidar domain as predicted by all upscaling strategies (rows 1-4) compared to the hyperresolution run (rows 5-6). The canopy height model (c.f. Figure 1) is shown below for comparison.
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Note that all plots are oriented with North pointing right. Absolute values of snow disappearance
day refer to the offset from the fist melt-out of any cell in any model version.
Remarkably, differences between the upscaling strategies were more pronounced at the Laret
plots, and less distinct at the Sodankylä plots, although both sites featured plots with diverse canopy
structure configurations. This underlines the importance of assessing upscaling strategies not only
for a variety of canopy structure configurations, but also under varying climatic conditions. Future
studies should further consider the combined impacts of topography and forest structure on snow
cover heterogeneities in the context of model upscaling strategies.
5.

Conclusion

This study has leveraged simulations obtained with a hyper-resolution model capable of explicitly
resolving the small-scale variability of forest-snow processes to explore alternative strategies for
the representation of these processes at coarser resolutions. Model upscaling experiments showed
that integrating a detailed, process-specific canopy representation provides considerable
improvements, even at coarser model resolutions. Further analysis revealed that snow
disappearance occurs too early if fractional snow cover is unaccounted for in the energy balance
calculations, even for relatively small grid cell sizes. With both canopy structure and snowpack
heterogeneity implicitly accounted for, the coarse-resolution simulations achieve a close match to
the spatially-averaged hyper-resolution runs. Additional consideration of further non-linear effects,
such as the interaction between partial snow cover and shortwave radiation dynamics, improve the
coarse-resolution simulations only minimally.
Our results highlight the potential of separating computationally intensive calculations of
canopy radiative transfer properties from the snow cover modelling framework, allowing to
integrate detailed canopy structure information into the snow model without compromising its
computational efficiency. Obtaining corresponding datasets will soon be facilitated by the
increasing availability of remote sensing products. Yet, continued efforts are needed to ensure the
consistency of respective processing algorithms across forest and data types. Further research is
also needed to address the development of fractional snow cover parametrizations that explicitly
account for forest structure and climatic conditions. Implementation of these concepts will enable
a more accurate representation of forest-snow processes in models intended for large scale
applications, enhancing their ability to predict the impacts of ongoing environmental changes.
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Appendix
Concepts of FSM2 relevant to this work are summarized in the following. Rather than providing a
full documentation of the model equations, the purpose of this appendix is to illustrate the use of
canopy and snow properties relevant to the four model upscaling strategies. We refer to Mazzotti
et al. (2020a,b) for further details on the canopy model, and to Essery et al. (2015) for details on
the snow model. Note that thorough documentation of the model code is also available on the
corresponding GitHub repositories.
FSM2 model structure, energy balance and canopy descriptors
FSM2 includes a one-layer canopy for forest snow simulations, i.e. the canopy is characterized by
one state variable, vegetation temperature Tv. Tv is obtained by solving the coupled energy balances
of the canopy and the snow surface at each time step, comprising an equation system with
unknowns Tv, Ts (snow surface temperature), Tc (canopy air space temperature) and Qc (canopy air
space humidity). This model structure largely follows Bewley et al. (2010). The change in Ts at
each time step determines energy flux into the snowpack, and once Ts reaches 0°C, the same set of
equations yields energy available for snowmelt.
The flux parametrizations used in FSM2’s energy balance are all taken from established land
surface and/or snow hydrological models; what makes FSM2 particularly suited for hyperresolution simulations is the use of diverse metrics within each process parametrization. This
approach allows different canopy scales and perspectives relevant to different processes to be
accounted for. In fact, the canopy structure descriptors listed in Table 1 comprise vertical and
hemispherical perspectives, local and stand-scale, and include temporally static and dynamic
(“time-varying”) canopy properties. The use of individual metrics is detailed in the following.
Forest-snow process parametrizations using process-specific canopy descriptors
The most important canopy structure impacts on mass and energy fluxes to the sub-canopy
snowpack include interception snow in the canopy, transmission of shortwave radiation through
the canopy, emission of thermal (longwave) radiation by the canopy, and wind attenuation.
Interception of snowfall by the canopy follows Hedstrom & Pomeroy (1998). The increase in
intercepted snow mass over timestep 𝛿𝑡 is:
𝛿𝑆𝑣 = (𝑆max − 𝑆𝑣 ) [1 − exp (−
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Where 𝑆𝑣 is intercepted snow mass at the beginning of the timestep, 𝑆𝑓 is snowfall rate, and 𝑆max =
𝑐𝑣 LAI is maximum canopy snow holding capacity (see Hedstrom & Pomeroy (1998) for speciesspecific values of cv). Because precipitation is an essentially vertical process and interception is
strongly dependent on local canopy characteristics (Moeser et al. 2015a), FSM2 uses fv = CC5 and
a local estimate of LAI (Table 1).
Sub-canopy irradiance at each specific location, in contrast, is dictated by canopy structure in the
entire hemispherical field of view. Net shortwave radiation absorbed by the snow surface is:
𝑆𝑊𝑠 = (1 − 𝛼𝑠 )(𝜏𝑏 𝑆𝑊↓𝑏 +𝜏𝑑 𝑆𝑊↓𝑑 )
where 𝑆𝑊↓ is the downwards shortwave radiation flux above the canopy split into direct-beam (b)
and diffuse (d) components and αs is snow albedo. Transmissivity of diffuse shortwave radiation
τd corresponds to sky-view fraction (VF, Table 1). Transmissivity for direct shortwave radiation τb
is determined by canopy structure in the path of the solar beam and thus features a strong
spatiotemporal dynamic. Time series of τb(t) at each point are obtained with external hemisphericalimages based radiation transfer models based (Jonas et al. 2020, Webster et al. provided to FSM2
as input (Table 1).
Net longwave radiation at the snow surface is:
𝐿𝑊𝑠 = 𝜏𝑛𝑐 (𝜏𝑓𝑐 𝐿𝑊↓ + (1 − 𝜏𝑓𝑐 )𝜎𝑇𝑎4 ) + (1 − 𝜏𝑛𝑐 )𝜎𝑇𝑣4 − 𝜎𝑇𝑠4

where 𝐿𝑊↓ is above-canopy incoming longwave radiation flux, and 𝜎 is the Stefan-Boltzmann
constant. Canopy in the hemispherical view field is split into near and distant canopy elements with
different temperatures, with distant canopy temperature approximated by air temperature Ta.
Partitioning between near and distant canopy elements is constrained by VF and CC5: transmissivity
of the near canopy elements is taken as τnc = 1 - fv, and near and far canopy transmissivities multiply
to yield sky-view fraction: τnc* τfc = VF.
Wind attenuation by the canopy affects turbulent exchange at the snow surface. Since canopy
impacts on wind speed are less local than on interception, FSM2 uses stand-scale canopy structure
metrics in the corresponding parametrization. Following Mahat et al. (2013), a composite profile
(logarithmic decay above the canopy top at height h, exponential decay between h and a belowcanopy level zsub (default: 2m), and logarithmic decay between zsub and the ground) is derived for
dense canopies from atmospheric wind speed Ua measured at height zU:
𝑧−𝑑
𝑧𝑈 −𝑑 −1
[ln
]
𝑧0𝑣
𝑧0𝑣
𝜂(𝑧⁄ℎ−1)

𝑈𝑎 ln
U(z) = 𝑈(ℎ)𝑒

𝑧𝑠𝑢𝑏 ≤ 𝑧 < ℎ

𝑧

{

𝑧≥ℎ

𝑈(𝑧𝑠𝑢𝑏 ) ln 𝑧 [ln
0𝑔

𝑧𝑠𝑢𝑏
]
𝑧0𝑔

−1

𝑧 < 𝑧𝑠𝑢𝑏

where h is stand-scale canopy height (mCH50, Table 1), d = 0.67h is zero-plane displacement, 𝑧0𝑣
= 0.1h is vegetation roughness length, 𝜂 is a wind decay factor and z0g is the ground roughness
length. In sparse forests with stand-scale canopy cover fraction 𝑓𝑣𝑠 (= CC50, Table 1), the wind
profile (𝑈𝑠𝑐 ) is obtained as weighted average of the open-site (logarithmic) profile (𝑈𝑜 ) and the
dense-canopy composite profile (𝑈𝑑𝑐 ):
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Aerodynamic resistances used in the parametrizations of turbulent fluxes are weighted
equivalently.
FSM2 is as multi-model framework with a flexible model structure aimed at allowing process
representations with different degrees of complexity. In terms of canopy structure representation,
the user can choose to either provide all process-specific metrics outlined above, or, alternatively,
only canopy height and LAI. While the first option yields optimized hyper-resolution simulations,
we reverted to the second option for coarse-resolution simulations following strategy A to create
baseline simulations. In this case, LAI-based parametrizations of canopy transmissivity and cover
fraction apply:
𝜏𝑑 = exp(−0.5LAI)
𝑓𝑣 = 𝑓𝑣𝑠 = 1 − exp(−LAI)

All flux parametrizations can be applied as described above, but note that all solar radiation is
assumed to be diffuse (i.e. 𝑆𝑊𝑠 = (1 − 𝛼𝑠 )𝜏𝑏 𝑆𝑊↓) and near and distant canopy elements are not
discerned (i.e. τnc = τd, τfc = 1).
Model upscaling from point to grid cell
Hyper- and coarse-resolution simulations both use the same process parametrizations as described
above, i.e. no changes occur in the physics of the process parameterizations used. Yet, coarseresolution simulations require spatially aggregated canopy descriptors and rely on assumptions of
unresolved spatial heterogeneity in both canopy structure and snow cover properties.
While aggregation of canopy structure descriptors into grid-cell scale values by arithmetic
averaging is straightforward and only affects the input to FSM2, treatment of snowpack
heterogeneity required the structure of FSM2 to be altered in order to include a fractional snow
cover in energy balance calculations.
For a coarse grid cell with partial snow cover, the energy flux available for melt qMelt [W m-2] found
by solving the energy balance at each time step is only applied to the snow-covered fraction fsnow
[-] of the cell. The rate of change in area-average SWE [kg m-2] is then
𝑑𝑆𝑊𝐸
𝑞𝑀𝑒𝑙𝑡
= 𝑓𝑠𝑛𝑜𝑤
,
𝑑𝑡
𝐿𝑓

where Lf [J kg-1] is the latent heat of fusion. This differs from point-scale calculations, which
assume 𝑓𝑠𝑛𝑜𝑤 = 1 whenever there is snow on the ground.
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